CPR Call Blocker CS600 Mobile Phone
Code: 100387
Price: £69.95 incl. VAT You Save 13%
Date: 22/07/2019
VAT Relief Eligible: No
Delivery: £3.95 incl. VAT per order

The Call Blocker CS600 Mobile Phone from CPR is designed to safeguard the most vulnerable while maintaining
their active independence.
Modern and functional phone with innovative features
Black list - Allows users to block nuisance callers at the touch of a button
White list - Program the CS600 to only allow certain numbers through
Large colour screen with photo contacts
Intelligent SOS emergency assist
Free SIM with £3 credit

Call Blocking:
CS600 has a built-in Blacklist and Whitelist function.
The Black List function allows users to block nuisance callers at the touch of a button.
The White List function can be programmed to allow only certain numbers through (a great feature for
vulnerable adults).

Whitelist Mode
Whitelist mode allows you to enter a list of specific telephone numbers
Only calls/texts from these numbers will be allowed through to the phone, all texts/calls from numbers that are
not on this list will be blocked
Useful for vulnerable individuals to limit contact to a small number of friends/family/professionals

Blacklist Mode
Less restrictive than Whitelist (see above)
All calls/texts will be allowed, except numbers that are in the blacklist
Useful to block known nuisance calls or any other number from making contact

Photo Contacts:
CS600 features a large colour screen and photo contacts.
Contact photos are displayed for incoming calls
The photo contacts feature allows the user to dial using the image of a person. (useful for the visually impaired)

Intelligent SOS Emergency Assist:
The emergency assist SOS key sends an SMS message to all contacts in the emergency number list. (Saying:
Emergency, Call Me). Once sent, the phone calls the primary number in the list. If unanswered the phone will rotate
through the numbers until answered.

Free Chameleon SIM with £3.00 credit
Now supplied with a free Chameleon SIM with FREE £3.00 credit, the smart mobile network that switches to the
strongest signal available wherever you are for maximum mobile coverage!

Chameleon SIM can be topped up online or over the phone (instructions provided)
Prefer to use your own SIM? No problem, any PAYG or contract SIM can be used in this phone

Other Features
Magnifier
Camera
Torch
FM radio
SMS messaging
Alarm
Calendar
Audio player (play music files)

Specifications
2.2" colour display
0.3mp camera
3.7v Lithium-ion battery
Bluetooth enabled

Additional Images

How to Order
Orders can be placed securely online at AlzProducts.co.uk - or over the phone with our UK sales team.
Call 024 7642 2224 to place your order or for further information. This product's order code is 100387.

